Start Making Money Today!
By: Shahnee Zaver
HAVE AN OPEN MIND AND THE MONEY WILL FLOW

You turn on the news and the perils of the country’s financial crisis continue. You open up the paper and look for signs of life in the economy but
there is scant evidence that things are looking up.
So how does one stay optimistic and even find financial prosperity in such
a seemingly unstable time?

Don’t Believe the
Hype
Start with making the decision to
not buy into what the media tells
you. Often this causes people to
respond reactively and defensively. Instead shift
your consciousness. Focus your thoughts on staying positive and upbeat and start taking action. The
first step to creating more money, whether it be to
supplement your income, pay off some bills or take
a much deserved vacation, whatever the reason
may be, it all starts with your mindset.

wealthy and prosperous. Choose to see the opportunities that are right in front of you. The trick is to
see yourself already in possession of what you
want. This is why being clear about exactly what
you want is key to you attracting it. Again, the
more detailed and specific you are, the better.
Fourthly, action. Taking action and having an unwavering belief in yourself will surely help you attract what it is you want, but you must take action.
Decisive, clear action will start the flow of increased
wealth into your life and straight into your bank account.

Think like an Entrepreneur

Gain Clarity

Identify the skills you already have. Are you good
First get a clear idea about what you don’t want. By with children? Could you start a daycare in your
doing this you are naming what is no longer accept- home on a part-time basis or become a part-time
nanny or babysitter? Are you a teacher? Could you
able in your life. For example you may no longer
want any debt in your life. Or you may not want to start a tutoring company or tutor virtually? What
about becoming a digital assistant if you have an
have to field calls from creditors. Whatever it is,
administrative background? On-line virtual jobs are
name what it is you don’t want.
becoming increasingly popular and a viable way for
Secondly, name what you do want. Your intention. many people to find work and make money. Again
This needs to be detailed and very specific. Name
the key is to start generating money from what you
the amount of money you would like to make, and
already know. Do you cook, clean, sew, design,
write it down on a piece of paper, such as “I would paint? Look at all the ways in which you can add
like to make an extra $1,000 per month.” Or in the value to your talents and skills and start monetizing
next 60 days I would like to attract $25,000. How
them.
much would you need to bring in in one day to
Have a Strategy
reach your end goal? Create a revenue model and
adjust as needed. Stay flexible. Do you want more
Get specific and put together a strategy for making
abundance in the form of a new car? What kind of
money. This includes learning to market yourself,
car do you want? What is the make, model and
learning to sell, understanding some level of finance
color? If it’s a new house, where is the house and
and putting a core team of people together if need
what does it look like? You get the idea. Cut out a
be. Reach out to your community and the people
picture, put it on your fridge, or in your wallet and
you know for help. Model yourself after those that
carry it around with you. Or download a photo of
are doing what you want to do and partner up with
whatever it is on-line and use it as your screen
them wherever possible. Learn to be an entrepresaver. Be specific. The more detailed you are the
more real it becomes for you and the closer you get neur. Valuing yourself means others will too.
to attracting it.
Change your mindset and it will change your
Thirdly, align yourself with whatever it is you want.
Visualize and see yourself as someone who is
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life. Get on the service side and start making
money today.
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